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Line source arrays (LSAs) are used for large-scale sound reinforcement aiming at the syn-
thesis of homogeneous sound fields for the whole audio bandwidth. The deployed loudspeaker
cabinets are rigged with different tilt angles and/or are electronically controlled in order to
provide the intended coverage of the audience zones and to avoid radiation towards the ceiling,
reflective walls or residential areas. In this contribution a mixed analytical-numerical approach,
referred to as line source array venue slice drive optimization (LAVDO), is introduced for opti-
mizing the individual loudspeakers’ driving functions. This method is compared to numerical
optimization schemes including least-squares and multiobjective goal attainment approaches.
For two standard LSAs in straight and in curved configuration, these temporal frequency
domain optimizations are performed for a typical concert venue. It is shown that LAVDO
overcomes the non-smooth frequency responses resulting from numerical frequency domain
approaches. LAVDO provides smooth amplitude and phase responses of the loudspeakers’
driving functions that is essential for the subsequent practical finite impulse response filter
design and implementation.

0 INTRODUCTION

For the optimization of the curving and the electronic
control of line source arrays (LSAs) for advanced large-
scale sound reinforcement there is no standard procedure.
In practice, a pure geometric and a pure electronic wave-
front shaping, as well as combinations thereof are realized
[1]. For LSAs with several individually controlled, small
high frequency drivers, electronic beam steering is feasible
up to high audio frequencies. While the cabinets of most
LSA systems are curved in addition to the electronic beam
steering, the cabinets of others are rigged in a straight line.

Gain and delay are the two parameters—sometimes
called excitation coefficients, feeding coefficients or driv-
ing functions—that have to be ascertained for electronic
optimization of the LSA radiation. They are typically com-
puted separately for each frequency. These two parameters
can be mathematically considered as the amplitude and
phase of a complex frequency-dependent driving function.

The established Wavefront Sculpture Technology [2]
consists of five criteria on how to create a homogeneous
wavefront based on geometric shaping of uniformly driven
LSAs [3]. It does not include criteria for finding optimized

driving functions for the individual loudspeakers. As a re-
sult, appropriate coupling and equalization filters are still
adjusted manually [4].

Least-squares optimization algorithms with Tikhonov
regularization are frequently used in sound field synthe-
sis applications for determining the loudspeakers’ driving
functions. They include methods such as the loudspeaker
weight energy method, which minimizes the spatial aver-
age error between the desired and the synthesized sound
field imposing an energy constraint on the loudspeaker
weights [5].

In the field of multi-zone sound field synthesis, the min-
imization of the spatial average error often comes with a
loudspeaker weight energy-like constraint and is linked to
the minimization of the sound pressure in the dark zone.
Alternatively, the error minimization is linked to the acous-
tic contrast control, i.e., maximizing the ratio of the av-
erage sound pressure in the bright and dark zones [6].
The bright/dark zones correspond to the audience/non-
audience zones in large-scale sound reinforcement
problems.

In the context of LSA optimization, a least-squares algo-
rithm has been extended by spatial weighting for the control
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Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the LSA setup under discussion. A
total of N = 4 LSA cabinets with the individual height 3y,LSA =
0.346 m is used.

In Sec. 4, the three aforementioned optimization schemes
are applied for intended wavefronts based on the control
positions in the venue slice. For one optimization goal, the
calculated driving functions are presented. The optimiza-
tion results are discussed and compared in Sec. 5, leading
to the conclusion in Sec. 6.

1 SIMULATION SETUP

An LSA setup in straight and in curved configuration
is examined for a typical concert venue with audience
and non-audience sections given within the xy-plane. The
sources are characterized by geometric attributes such as
the number of cabinets, cabinet dimensions, and tilt angles,
as well as electric and acoustic attributes such as the loud-
speaker directivity, sensitivity, and the crossover functions.
The venues are specified by the source and the receiver po-
sitions that are classified as either audience or non-audience
positions.

1.1 Line Source Array Setup

The LSA setup and the geometry under discussion are
schematically depicted in Fig. 1 for calculating the sound
pressure P(m, ω) at the angular frequency ω and the m-th
receiver position characterized by the vector xm. A total of
N = 4 LSA cabinets with n = 1, 2, 3, 4 is deployed in
order to allow for a clear comparison of the optimization
methods. The front grille’s height 3y,LSA of a single LSA
cabinet is set to 0.346 m resulting in an overall LSA length
of 1.384 m. Fixing the mounting height of the LSA, the
top position of the first LSA cabinet is yH = 2 3y,LSA, i.e.,
the LSA is approximately centered around y = 0. The in-
dividual tilt angles are γn, and x0,i denotes the front grille
center position vector of the i-th LSA driver. For the straight
LSA γn = 0 holds for all cabinets. For the curved array, the
optimized tilt angles (γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4)T ≈ (6.2◦, 6.6◦, 7.2◦,
8.1◦)T were calculated by applying the polygonal audience
line curving approach 2 (PALC2) [23] to the considered
venue geometry in Fig. 2. The vectors xt,n, xc,n, and xb,n

positions and measures to make the driving robust against
small deviations of the LSA characteristics [7]. Also, ge-
netic algorithms have been used for calculating appropriate
loudspeaker driving signals [8]. Wave field synthesis as
an approach for wavefront shaping within a target listen-
ing plane using a contour of loudspeakers has also been
proposed as a large-scale sound reinforcement technique
[9–11].

Recent, mostly proprietary, software such as Martin Au-
dio Display [12], EAW Resolution 2 [13], d&b ArrayCalc
[14], and AFMG FIRmaker [15] offer (numerical) opti-
mization schemes. These approaches yield considerable
improvements with respect to homogeneous audience cov-
erage and/or avoidance of high side lobe energy compared
to manually adjusted setups. However, the algorithms and
their parametrization are rarely publicly documented ex-
cept in [16–19]. In the cited papers, a multiobjective goal
attainment optimization approach [20] is used, i.e., a vector
of multivariable functions incorporating the loudspeakers’
driving functions as variables are optimized. The objective
vector contains the optimization goals, such as the error
between the desired and the generated sound field, or the
ratio of the sound pressures in the audience and in the non-
audience zones, with specified weights for the different
objectives.

The present article is focused on the optimization of the
individual driving signals of LSAs with subsequent finite
impulse response (FIR) filter design. We therefore intro-
duce a mixed analytical-numerical optimization scheme,
referred to as line source array venue slice drive optimiza-
tion (LAVDO). We compare this method to the least-squares
approach with Tikhonov regularization applied in [5] and a
multiobjective goal attainment approach applied in [18, 19].
LAVDO is meant to overcome the non-smooth frequency
responses resulting from numerical frequency domain ap-
proaches. Its features, i.e., combining far-field considera-
tions and the multiobjective goal attainment approach for
curve fitting optimization across broad frequency ranges,
as well as the subsequent practical FIR filter design, are
examined.

For optimizing the sound fields at the selected control
positions in the venue slice, cf., Fig. 2, goals such as flat
magnitude responses, maximizing the sound pressure lev-
els (SPLs) at all audience positions and minimizing the
SPLs at all non-audience positions, are pursued. Acoustic
simulations based on the complex-directivity point source
model [21, 22] including measured far-field loudspeaker
directivity data provide the basis for an evaluation of the
different optimization approaches.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 1 the cho-
sen LSA configuration and the selected exemplary concert
venue are presented first of all for convenient variable in-
troduction. The complex-directivity point source model for
sound field prediction is briefly recalled in Sec. 2. Two
numerical methods and the introduced LAVDO—for opti-
mizing the driving functions of the individual loudspeakers
of LSAs—as well as the method for designing practical FIR
filters from the calculated driving functions are described
in Sec. 3.
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Fig. 2. Venue slice under discussion within the xy-plane with
audience (black) as well as non-audience/avoid (gray) positions
and selected index numbers (change of audience/avoid zone and/or
polygonal line’s section angle) from M receiver positions.

define the top, center, and bottom position of the n-th LSA
cabinet, respectively. By the radiation angle β(m, i), the
source-receiver configuration is specified for the i-th source
and the m-th receiver position. φ denotes the far-field radi-
ation angle. Further detailed information on the geometric
configuration can be found in [24].

Built from three-way cabinets in this article, the chosen
LSA consists of VLF = 1, VMF = 2, and VHF = 5 vertically
stacked, individually controlled drivers per cabinet for the
low, mid, and high frequency band (LF, MF, HF). Twelve-
inch, 6.5- inch, and 2.64- inch drivers are used for LF, MF,
and HF, respectively. Thus, the LSA consists of a total of
V · N sources with i = 1, 2, . . ., V · N for each frequency
band. The so called Active Radiating Factor amounts to
0.61 for LF, 0.72 for MF, and 0.97 for HF following [25].

Using measured loudspeaker directivity data for the
sound field predictions and optimizations, the frequency
dependent sensitivities SLF(i, ω), SMF(i, ω), and SHF(i, ω)
are also measured in order to obtain realistic sound pres-
sure values for vertical radiation. For the frequency band
crossover, linear-phase Linkwitz-Riley filters with the tran-
sition frequencies of fLF, MF = 400 Hz and fMF, HF =
1.1 kHz are applied.

1.2 Venue Geometry

A standard concert venue with audience (bright zone,
high SPL) and non-audience (dark zone, low SPL) sections
is modeled by a venue slice representation in the xy-plane
considering vertical LSA radiation, cf., Fig. 2. It consists
of one audience line (15 m) and four non-audience lines
and resembles an elementary sound reinforcement setting
for easily interpretable optimization results.

A distance of 0.5 m for adjacent receiver positions was
chosen, which corresponds to M = 134 considered receiver
positions (m = 1, 2, . . ., M). The receiver positions are
composed of Ma audience positions from the set Ma and
Mna non-audience positions from the set Mna with M = Ma

+ Mna. They are characterized by the position vectors xm =
(xm, ym, 0)T and are numbered counterclockwise starting
from the position directly beneath the LSA (index 1, cf.,
Fig. 2). Note that the receiver positions have to cover at least
±90 degree of the main LSA radiation direction referring

to the center of a straight LSA in order to avoid severe side
lobes resulting from numerical optimization schemes.

2 CALCULATION MODEL

The sound field prediction and optimization are based
on the complex-directivity point source model [21, 22]. For
predicting the sound pressure

P(m,ω) =
i=V ·N
∑

i=1

G(m, i,ω) D(i,ω) (1)

[21, Eq. (5)], [22, Eq. (11)] is used. Eq. (1) considers the
sources i with a total of N LSA cabinets each equipped
with V loudspeakers in a specified frequency band (LF, MF,
HF). P(m, ω) denotes the sound pressure with the angular
frequency ω at the m-th receiver position characterized by
the vector xm. G(m, i, ω) terms the acoustic transfer function
from the i-th source to the m-th receiver position

G(m, i,ω) = p0 10
S(i,ω)

20 R (β(m, i),ω)
e−j ω

c
|xm−x0,i|

|xm − x0,i|
. (2)

It is composed of (i) a frequency-band specific far-field
radiation pattern R(β(m, i), ω) for the radiation angle β(m,
i) with the angular frequency ω, (ii) the ideal point source

wave propagation e−j ω
c |xm−x0,i |

|xm−x0,i| with the speed of sound c and

j2 = −1, (iii) the reference sound pressure p0 = 2 · 10−5 Pa
in air, and (iv) the loudspeaker sensitivity S(i, ω) specifying
the SPL in 1 m distance for 1 W electrical input power.

Utilizing Eq. (1) for the sound field prediction, the cal-
culated sound fields result from the superposition of the
impact of the sources i. The impact of each source is charac-
terized by the source-receiver propagation characteristics—
described by the acoustic transfer function G(m, i, ω)—and
by its signal characteristics, i.e., the signal input as well as
the electronic filters affecting the input of each source—
described by the driving function D(i, ω).

D(i,ω) = Din(i,ω) Dopt(i,ω) Dxo(ω) (3)

of the i-th source at the angular frequency ω consists of
the signal input Din(i, ω), the complex optimization filter
Dopt(i, ω)—which is to be found and implemented as an FIR
filter—and the complex frequency band crossover/high/low
pass filters Dxo(ω). Gain and delay are mathematically
considered as the amplitude and phase of these complex
functions.

Eq. (1) reads p(ω) = G(ω) d(ω) in matrix notation, ac-
counting for all receiver positions M at a single angular
frequency ω with (i) p(ω) denoting the (M × 1) vector of
sound pressures for all considered receiver positions xm,
(ii) G(ω) denoting the (M × V · N) acoustic transfer func-
tion matrix from all drivers i to all receiver positions m, and
(iii) d(ω) denoting the (V · N × 1) vector of the complex
driving functions for all drivers i per angular frequency ω.
Then, for a desired sound field pdes(ω) at the considered
evaluation positions xm

pdes(ω) = G(ω) d(ω) (4)



has to be solved for the driving functions d(ω). Since typi-
cally M > V · N in the discussed application, i.e., the number
of evaluation positions is larger than the number of individ-
ual sources, an ill-posed inverse problem must be analyzed
[26, 27]. For the numerical optimization schemes consid-
ered in this article, the optimization is performed separately
for each frequency.

3 ELECTRONIC CONTROL METHODS FOR

SOUND FIELD OPTIMIZATION

In the following section different numerical optimization
schemes are discussed which were applied to sound rein-
forcement with LSAs. Alternatively, the mixed analytical-
numerical approach LAVDO is introduced. Their optimiza-
tion results are examined in Sec. 4. These approaches oper-
ate in the frequency domain. They are only focused on the
optimization of the loudspeakers’ driving functions with
subsequent FIR filter generation, without optimization of
the LSA curving. The practical FIR filter design from the
calculated driving functions is considered in this section as
well.

3.1 Least-Squares Optimization with Tikhonov
Regularization

In [5] the least-squares optimization with Tikhonov reg-
ularization of the driving functions is termed loudspeaker
weight energy according to the considered constraint. In or-
der to solve Eq. (4) with respect to the loudspeaker weights,
the objective function to be minimized reads

min
d(ω)

‖G(ω)d(ω) − pdes(ω)‖2
2

subject to: ‖dopt(ω)‖2
2 ≤ D2

max (5)

denoting the squared Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖2
2 [28, Eq.

(3.2.13)] and the constraint D2
max with Dmax,dB =

10 lg D2
max as the limit for the summed squares of the driv-

ing functions’ absolute values, i.e., the total energy of the
driving functions (cf., [5, Eq. (1)]). The solution is known
as

d(ω,λreg) = [G(ω)HG(ω) + λregIV ·N ]−1 G(ω)Hpdes(ω),

(6)

with the regularization parameter λreg. The Hermitian is
denoted by H and IV N is a (V · N × V · N) identity matrix.
Taking D2

max into account, λreg can be found by means of
singular value analysis and using Newton’s method, cf., [5,
Sec. II. B/C].

3.2 Multiobjective Goal Attainment Approach

The multiobjective goal attainment optimization ap-
proach [20] is applied in [18, 19]. Its equation is (cf., [20,
Eq. (1)] for a generalization)

minζ,d(ω) ζ

such that: F[d(ω)] − w ζ ≤ F∗[d(ω)]
subject to: |Dopt(i,ω)| ≤ Dopt,max(ω) ∀i

|Dopt(i,ω)| ≥ Dopt,min(ω) ∀i

(7)

with two exemplary constraints for the maximum
Dopt,max(ω) and the minimum value Dopt,min(ω) of the am-
plitudes |Dopt(i, ω)| of the individual driving functions and
with the vector of objective functions

F[d(ω)] =
(

F1[d(ω)]
F2[d(ω)]

)

=
(

E(ω)
L p,a,na(ω)

)

(8)

that shall incorporate two goals in this case. The vector
of objective functions comprises the frequency dependent
absolute amplitude error [24, Eq. (16)]

E(ω) =
∥

∥

∥

∥

p(ω)
m∈Ma

− pdes
m∈Ma

(ω)

∥

∥

∥

∥

2

2

(9)

between the desired and the generated sound field in the
audience zone as well as the frequency dependent ratio of
the mean squared sound pressures of the audience and the
non-audience zone, given as level

L p,a,na(ω) = 10 lg
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, (10)

cf., [24, Eq. (18)]. The latter measure corresponds to the so
called acoustic contrast [6, Eq. (16)] established in multi-
zone sound field synthesis.

In general, the optimization in Eq. (7) is aimed at mini-
mizing the parameter ζ, i.e., the difference of the objective
functions F[d(ω)] and their design goals F∗[d(ω)]. Opti-
mizing for one objective typically results in impairing other
objectives when using multiobjective goal attainment opti-
mization approaches. Including the weighting vector w in
the optimization allows for balancing the different objec-
tives. In combination with the minimization parameter, the
product w ζ entails that the design goals do not necessarily
have to be rigidly met.

3.3 Mixed Analytical-Numerical

Approach/LAVDO

Referred to as line source array venue slice drive op-
timization, abbreviated LAVDO, due to the application
of controlling positions from the venue slice, a mixed
analytical-numerical approach is introduced here. It is
based on the idea of finding meaningful initial solutions
analytically and refining them numerically (here using the
multiobjective goal attainment optimization approach) in a
subsequent step.

Different optimization goals can be included, such as
maximizing the ratio of the obtained sound pressures in
the audience and in the non-audience zones, flat frequency
responses at all audience positions, as well as maximiz-
ing the SPLs at all audience positions. In contrast to the
aforementioned “complex” optimizations, the amplitudes
and the phases are calculated separately using LAVDO in
order to clearly distinguish between beam width and beam
steering effects. Therefore, the analytically determined ini-
tial solutions are found by means of far-field considerations
for straight as well as curved LSA configurations.
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the far-field beam steering for a curved array
used for finding an initial optimization solution for the LAVDO
approach. It is visualized for two sources and for a beam steered
downwards by φs.

The motivation for LAVDO originates from intending
smooth amplitude and smooth phase frequency responses.
This smoothness is not ensured using numerical-only ap-
proaches with driving functions optimized separately for
different frequencies. Smooth frequency responses are nec-
essary for the practical FIR filter design in order to ob-
tain moderate filter lengths and in order to deal with un-
certainties of the measurement data and of the geometric
source-receiver configuration. Due to the initial solutions of
LAVDO, physically unfeasible solutions that may be found
by numerical-only optimization schemes do not have to
be eliminated by successive post-processing. The approach
results in a restricted solution space and exhibits low com-
putational load.

For the initial solutions, the (group) delays of the individ-
ual loudspeakers are sought iteratively for every considered
frequency at first, i.e., with respect to ej[ω t+ϕ(i,ω)] in the time
domain. Hence, each angle ϕ(i, ω) of the complex driving
function of the i-th loudspeaker is calculated depending on
the steering angle φs, so that Dopt(i, ω) = ejϕ(i,ω).

For a curved LSA configuration, cf., Fig. 3,

ϕ(i,ω)

ω
=

1 r

c

= sin

(

φs −
π

2
+ arctan

[

y0,i+1 − y0,i

x0,i+1 − x0,i

])

×
√

(x0,i+1 − x0,i )2 + (y0,i+1 − y0,i )2

c

=
sin φs|y0,i+1 − y0,i | − cos φs|x0,i+1 − x0,i |

c
(11)

holds for downward beam steering and ϕ(i + 1, ω) = 0, i.e.,
only considering the delay difference between two sources
by Eq. (11), cf., [29, Sec. 7.8] for a straight array.

According to the different optimization goals,

(i) max
φs

L p,a,na(ω, φs) (12)

is set for maximizing the ratio of the mean squared sound
pressures in the audience and in the non-audience zones,

see Eq. (10) for the definition of Lp,a,na(ω). If flat frequency
responses are desired at all audience positions,

(ii) max
φs

∥

∥

∥

∥

p(ω,φs)
m∈Ma

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞
(13)

subject to:

∥

∥

∥

∥

p(ω,φs)
m∈Ma

∥

∥

∥

∥

∞
−

∥

∥

∥

∥

p(ω,φs)
m∈Ma

∥

∥

∥

∥

min

< L p,diff

is computed denoting the maximum norm ‖ · ‖∞ [28, Eq.
(3.2.13)] and defining a minimum norm

∥

∥

∥

∥

p(ω,φs)
m∈Ma

∥

∥

∥

∥

min

= min
m∈Ma

|Pm(ω, φs)|. (14)

Eq. (13) incorporates the constraint that the difference of
the maximum SPL and the minimum SPL does not exceed
Lp,diff , which may amount to, e.g., 6 dB.

Subsequently, if smooth SPL responses are desired at all
audience positions, a global magnitude Dg(ω) is determined
for each frequency. This global magnitude is equal for all
sources per frequency band and it does not exceed 0 dB.
It is computed by adapting Dg(ω) iteratively regarding the
respective calculated maximum SPLs at all audience posi-
tions, so that Dopt(i, ω) = Dg(ω)ejϕ(i,ω). Hence, to achieve
a smooth amplitude response, the maximum approved SPL
can either be chosen based on a reference frequency, e.g.,
f = 1 kHz, or on a fixed reference SPL, e.g., Lp = 90 dBSPL.

These initial solutions for the individual driving functions
are then smoothed with respect to frequency. In a next step,
the amplitudes and unwrapped phases are fitted separately
to predetermined curves, such as polynomials

|Dopt(i,ω)| =
k=K
∑

k=0

νmag,k,i

(

ω

fs

)k

(15)

of the K-th degree for the magnitudes with the k-th curve
parameter νmag, k,i for the i-th source and the sampling fre-
quency fs. For the phase, the K-th order Fourier series

arg{Dopt(i,ω)} =
k=K
∑

k=0

νcos,k,i cos

(

k νfund,i

ω

fs

)

+
k=K
∑

k=0

νsin,k,i sin

(

k νfund,i

ω

fs

)

, (16)

with the curve parameters νcos, k,i, νsin, k,i, and νfund, i is used
for the considered angular frequency ω and the i-th LSA
source. This smoothing limits the solution space regarding
different frequencies.

Compared to fitting the FIR filter coefficients directly,
a further subsequent processing step, i.e., the filter design,
is necessary but the magnitudes and the phases can still
be dealt with independently which is one key factor for
magnitude and phase-controlled optimization filters. This
approach ensures that the effects of magnitude and phase
optimization can be physically understood and allows for
excluding unfeasible solutions. It also allows to control the
dynamic range of the magnitudes and the group delay of the
filters separately. The conversion from a logarithmically-
spaced to the required linearly-spaced frequency vector is
not processed at this stage so that the number of considered



frequencies is kept low with a frequency distribution that is
rather perceptually motivated, but it has to be adjusted in a
later stage.

Applying the multiobjective goal attainment optimiza-
tion approach, the final solution is computed, again sep-
arately for the driving functions’ amplitudes and phases.
In contrast to the method in Sec. 3.2, the optimizations
are not performed by determining the amplitudes and/or
phases for each driver at a discrete frequency. Instead, the
curve parameters ν of the fitting functions are sought for
all evaluated frequencies ensuring smooth amplitude and
phase responses. The smoothness is maintained and while
the difference between the goals and the obtained sound
fields and driving functions may be improved for several
frequencies, it may be impaired for some other frequencies.
Forming the (V · N × 9) matrix D(νi ) with the number 9

of evaluated frequencies that contains the driving functions
d(ω) for all frequencies, Eq. (7) is for νi ∈ {νmag, k,i, νcos, k,i,
νsin, k,i, νfund, i} rewritten as

minζ,νi
ζ

such that: F[D(νi )] − w ζ ≤ F∗[D(νi )]
subject to: |Dopt(i,ω)| ≤ Dopt,max(ω) ∀ω

|Dopt(i,ω)| ≥ Dopt,min(ω) ∀ω.

(17)

The vector of objective functions F[D(νi )] contains the
goals according to Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively. Note
that the optimization constraints can be freely chosen in
this approach.

3.4 Driving Filter FIR Design

Following the optimization of the individual driving
functions, the calculated amplitude and phase frequency
responses are implemented by means of FIR filters for
practical application to loudspeakers. The filters are de-
signed with the frequency sampling method [30]. Hence, a
linearly-spaced frequency vector is required for the inverse
discrete Fourier transform. Since it is reasonable to use a
logarithmically-spaced frequency vector for the optimiza-
tions with respect to computational efficiency and human
perception, this vector has to be converted prior to the filter
design.

For all optimizations in this article, a logarithmically-
spaced frequency, 1

12
octave resolution vector with

fopt,min = 100 Hz and fopt,max = 20 kHz is used. Utiliz-
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Fig. 4. Exemplary least-squares optimization with Tikhonov reg-
ularization for the straight LSA from Sec. 4.1. SPL frequency
responses at all audience positions (a) and driving function index
plot (b) for all mid frequency way sources are shown. In the SPL
frequency responses at all audience positions, the curves become
brighter from the first to the last audience position.

considering the audience and the non-audience positions in
the vertical radiation plane, cf., Fig. 2. The desired sound
field depends on the required characteristics in the audi-
ence zone, such as flat magnitude responses, a fixed SPL
loss per distance doubling or maximum SPL at all positions,
as well as in the non-audience zone, such as minimum SPL
directed towards ceilings, reflective walls, residential areas
or the stage. The performance evaluation, i.e., the visual-
izations and the technical quality measures, is intentionally
not consistently given for all approaches in this section.
They are rather individually selected in order to reveal var-
ious deficiencies leading to the developed feature set of the
LAVDO.

4.1 Least-Squares Optimization with Tikhonov

Regularization

For the least-squares optimization with Tikhonov regu-
larization from Sec. 3.1, the sound field Pdes(m, ω) with
3 dB level loss per distance doubling is desired. A target
SPL of 90 dBSPL at the first receiver position within the
audience zone (m = 11) is requested for the venue in Fig.
2.

In Fig. 4 optimization results are shown for a straight
LSA configuration and the parameters Dmax, dB = 30 dB as

ing measured loudspeaker data for the sound field predic-
tion, the frequency vector is slightly modified by pick-
ing those frequencies from the linearly-spaced measure-
ment frequency vector that are nearest to the ones of the
logarithmically-spaced optimization vector. This “quasi”
logarithmically-spaced vector proved to be more practical
with respect to the results and the computational effort than
interpolating the linearly-spaced measurement frequency
vector in order to obtain a purely logarithmically-spaced
one in advance.

4 OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

In this section the three sound field optimization ap-
proaches from Sec. 3 are compared based on simulations



the limit for the summed squares of the driving functions’
absolute values and λreg, 0 = 1 as initial regularization pa-
rameter. Dmax, dB = 30 dB means that the limit for the
summed squares of the driving functions’ absolute values
amounts to 1000, i.e., possible solutions for the driving
functions’ magnitudes considering three sources could be
for example (i)

√
(1000, 0, 0) or (ii)

√
(1000/2, 1000/2, 0)

or (iii)
√

(1000/3, 1000/3, 1000/3)which corresponds ap-
proximately to (i) (30, −∞, −∞) dB and (ii) (27, 27, −∞)
dB, and (iii) (25, 25, 25) dB, respectively. These examples
reveal that the upper limit of the single driving functions’
magnitudes cannot be directly specified by Dmax, dB and
that the lower limit is not defined at all. The visualizations
comprise the SPL frequency responses at all audience po-
sitions and the driving function index plot representing the
magnitudes over frequency that have to be applied to the
individual sources i in order to obtain the optimized sound
field [24].

In Fig. 4 it can be observed that the desired wavefront can
be well synthesized up to ca. 10 kHz neglecting the level
response at the first audience position when using the least-
squares algorithm. The driving function index plot reveals
that the individual sources, depicted for the mid frequency
way in this case, are rather unevenly controlled with respect
to the frequency and to the sources, i.e., the frequency re-
sponses are not smooth. As the driving functions are calcu-
lated separately for each frequency, a variation greater than
the chosen 30 dB is possible between different frequencies.
Note that the group delays of the driving functions are not
visualized as they also suffer from inadequate frequency
smoothness analogue to the magnitudes, cf., the results
in [24].

4.2 Multiobjective Goal Attainment Approach

The multiobjective goal attainment optimization ap-
proach from Sec. 3.2 is applied using

F[d(ω)] =
(

E(ω)
L p,a,na(ω)

)

=
(

10−6 Pa2

15 dBrel

)

Dopt,min,dB(ω) = −12 dBrel

Dopt,max,dB(ω) = 0 dBrel

w = (1,−1/0.1)T

(18)

for a straight LSA configuration. According to Eq. (18),
minimum and maximum values are assigned as constraints
for the magnitudes of the driving functions, a level differ-
ence of 15 dB between the sound pressures in the audience
and in the non-audience zone is demanded per frequency,
and the minimization of the absolute error between the
desired and the synthesized sound field is given a higher
weight than the maximization of the acoustic contrast. As
in Sec. 4.1 the desired sound field is set to exhibit 3 dB SPL
loss per distance doubling. In Fig. 5 the SPL frequency re-
sponses at all audience positions, the driving function index
plot, and the acoustic contrast Lp,a,na(f) are shown for this
exemplary optimization.

In the SPL frequency responses at all audience posi-
tions, it can be seen that the desired sound field is well
synthesized up to ca. 1 kHz. This frequency approximately
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Fig. 5. Exemplary multiobjective goal attainment optimization
for the straight LSA from Sec. 4.2. SPL frequency responses at
all audience positions (a), driving function index plot (b) for all
MF sources, and the acoustic contrast Lp,a,na(f) (c) are shown. In
the SPL frequency responses at all audience positions, the curves
become brighter from the first to the last audience position.

coincides with the MF-HF-crossover frequency. Above that
frequency, the SPL loss per distance doubling exceeds 3 dB
but the frequency responses are quite flat with a decrease
of the maximum SPL above ca. 8 kHz. The behavior in
the MF-HF-crossover range is caused by the transition and
combination from/of the MF driving function to/and the
HF driving function optimization with a different amount
of involved loudspeakers. These effects could be decreased
by additional post-processing that was not considered for
this plot in order to reveal this weakness.



In the main working range of the mid frequency loud-
speakers from ca. 300 Hz up to ca. 1.5 kHz, the driving
function index plot reveals insufficient level smoothness
but the range of the values is restricted to the constrained
maximum and minimum value. Compared to the driving
functions resulting from the least-squares optimization in
Sec. 4.1, the deviation of the magnitudes between the dif-
ferent sources is considerably decreased, yielding a more
feasible and economical driving load. Plotting Lp,a,na(f), the
desired increase of the acoustic contrast is clearly noticeable
for frequencies for which the LSA is capable of directional
coverage.

4.3 Mixed Analytical-Numerical
Approach/LAVDO

Applying the mixed analytical-numerical approach from
Sec. 3.3, referred to as LAVDO, for optimizing the indi-
vidual loudspeakers’ driving functions, there is no need for
defining the exact desired sound field analytically. The de-
sired sound field is initially given by the uniformly driven
LSA radiation. Each magnitude of the individual sources’
driving functions is constrained to Dopt,max, dB(ω) = 0 dBrel

for the initial solutions and the numerical refinements.
For each parameter set, a straight and a curved LSA con-

figuration are examined. Polynomials of the first degree
and Fourier series terms up to the 7th order serve as fitting
functions for the numerical refinements of the driving func-
tions’ amplitudes and unwrapped phases, respectively. For
frequencies f > 200 Hz, the optimizations are performed.

Two goals are pursued: (i) achieving a maximum ratio of
the average sound pressures in the audience and in the non-
audience zones, cf., Eq. (12), and (ii) achieving a constant
SPL with a tolerance of ±3 dB at all audience positions,
cf., Eq. (13). For all goals, the weighting factors for the
numerical refinements are chosen to 1 for minimizations
and –1 for maximizations. The objective function vector
for goal (i) is written as

F[D(νi )] =
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with the maximum norm ‖ · ‖∞. The first objective is the
average of the maximum sound pressures at all audience po-
sitions over all frequencies and the second objective func-
tion is the average of the ratios of the sound pressures in the
audience and non-audience zone over all frequencies, ana-
logue to Lp,a,na(ω). They are set to 120 dBSPL and 24 dBrel,
respectively. For goal (ii) the objective function vector reads

F[D(νi )]=
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Fig. 6. Lp,a,na(f)—the level of the frequency dependent ratio of
the mean squared sound pressures of the audience and the non-
audience zone—for the straight (“str”) and the curved (“PALC”)
configuration with the tilt angles from Sec. 1.1. Both the values
for the uniformly driven (“uni”) as well as the optimized (“FIR”)
LSAs are visualized. The used goal (i) is to achieve maximum
acoustic contrast, here 15 dB.

with the reference angular frequency ωref = 2π fref with
fref = 1 kHz. Here, objectives 1 and 2 contain the average
SPLs over all audience positions at the reference frequency
and the ±3 dB tolerance.

Comparing the acoustic contrast for the case includ-
ing its maximization, goal (i), cf., Fig. 6, the ratio of the
mean squared sound pressures of the audience and the non-
audience zones is considerably higher for the curved and
electronically controlled straight array than for the uni-
formly driven straight array as expected. This is valid for
high frequencies for which the LSA does not radiate omni-
directionally. The PALC2 curved LSA further gains slightly
increased acoustic contrast by additionally applied opti-
mization filters. Lp,a,na(f) does not differ substantially for
the optimized straight and the optimized curved LSA con-
figuration in this rather simple reinforcement scenario. Only
small differences within a small band width are observable.

Ensuring SPL frequency responses as flat as possible,
cf., SPL frequency responses at all audience positions in
Fig. 7, the SPL tolerance of ±3 dB of goal (ii) can be
accomplished up to ca. 4 kHz. Above this frequency, the
SPL loss from the first audience positions to the last audi-
ence positions exceeds this limit. The maximum SPLs are
rather low in favor of the flat frequency responses taking the
high frequency level decrease into account and not allowing
gains larger than 0 dB.

4.4 LAVDO Driving Functions

In Fig. 8 the transfer functions’ levels and group delays
are visualized for the LAVDO case from Sec. 4.3 with the
goal (ii) of achieving a constant SPL with a tolerance of
±3 dB at all audience positions. They are shown for a
straight LSA configuration.

Low pass characteristics can be observed for the low as
well as mid frequency way level in Fig. 8. Compensating for
the decreasing SPLs with increasing frequency, high pass
analogies are observable for the high frequency way lev-
els. For the frequency transitions between the low and mid
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Fig. 7. Line source array venue slice drive optimization (LAVDO) with optimization goal (ii): achieve a constant SPL with ±3 dB
tolerance at all audience positions. SPL frequency responses at all audience positions (FAP) for the line source array driven with the
calculated FIR filters for the straight (a) and curved (b) configuration with the tilt angles from Sec. 1.1 are shown. In the SPL frequency
responses at all audience positions, the curves become brighter from the first to the last audience position.

frequency as well as between the mid and high frequency
range, the driving functions of both frequency ways affect
the SPL frequency responses at the receiver positions. The
mid frequency magnitude and phase frequency response
values for low frequencies—where the influence of the mid
frequency cabinets are small—result from extrapolation of
the mid frequency values from the frequencies where the
influence of the mid frequency cabinets is significant. Ex-
cept for a small low frequency range, the group delays do
not exceed 6 ms. Note that the extracted pre-delays are not
shown for this optimization case.

5 DISCUSSION

In Table 1 the most significant characteristics of the three
presented optimization methods in this article are summa-
rized. Considering these, it shows that the least-squares
algorithm with Tikhonov regularization and the multi-
objective goal attainment method require extensive post-
processing and/or re-optimizations for obtaining smooth
magnitude and phase frequency responses. This is due to
performing the optimizations at discrete frequencies. Al-
though it is possible to include constraints that connect
nearby frequencies, the choice of a reference value is not
obvious, i.e., which frequency and which amplitude and
phase shall serve as the reference. Since these approaches
incorporate complex optimizations, combined for the mag-
nitudes and phases, the magnitude and phase effects cannot
be clearly distinguished after the optimizations.

Comparing the mid frequency driving functions of the
numerical optimization schemes in Figs. 4b and 5b with
the driving functions of the presented mixed analytical-
numerical approach LAVDO in Fig. 8c, the deviations be-
tween the driving function magnitudes for different loud-
speakers and for different frequencies can be clearly seen
for the numerical methods. For LAVDO, the increased
smoothness of the magnitude frequency responses in Fig. 8c
is obvious considering different loudspeakers and different
frequencies.

Applying the least-squares algorithm with Tikhonov reg-
ularization from Sec. 3.1 it is not possible to set con-
straints on all individual sources but only on several ones
together. Therefore, the resulting power loads of the in-
dividual drivers must be carefully monitored. This is one
considerable drawback of the deployed loudspeaker weight
energy algorithm.

With the multiobjective goal attainment approach, sep-
arate optimization constraints can be selected for the indi-
vidual sources and several goals can be pursued weighted
according to the intended priority. This includes the practi-
cally relevant control of the driver efficiency and the driver
power balance by including corresponding constraints. Uti-
lizing the advantages of the multiobjective goal attain-
ment method and reducing the computational costs, the
presented mixed analytical-numerical approach LAVDO
restricts the solution space in advance, avoiding exten-
sive post-processing and avoiding non-smooth frequency
responses.

For all driving function optimization schemes, the choice
of the desired sound field or rather the intended wavefront
shape is crucial. While analytically exact sound fields may
be advantageous for modeled loudspeaker data, the desired
sound fields should, in practice, rather be based on a feasible
solution, such as, the sound fields generated by a uniformly
driven LSA used here or manually pre-adjusted setups. Us-
ing measured loudspeaker data, this approach incorporates
the specific radiation characteristics of the considered LSA
and it does not force the magnitudes and phases to differ
significantly from the measured values, i.e., the influence of
the FIR filters is kept low. With a low influence of the FIR
filters, the impact of the uncertainties of the measurement
data and of the geometric source-receiver configuration
may also be limited. This approach restricts the freedom
of the optimization algorithms resulting in fewer potential
solutions and also reduces the amount of physically unre-
alizable solutions.

For the design of practical FIR filters the chosen fre-
quency resolution is important. A linearly-spaced frequency
vector is necessary for performing the inverse discrete
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Fig. 8. Driving functions for the line source array venue slice drive optimization (LAVDO) with straight LSA from Fig. 7, left. Level
responses (a), (c), (e) and group delays (b), (d), (f) of all loudspeakers of the different frequency bands ((a), (b): low frequency sources,
(c), (d): mid frequency sources, (e), (f): high frequency sources) are shown. The optimization goal (ii) is to achieve a constant SPL with
±3 dB tolerance at all audience positions from Sec. 4.3. In the plots, the curves become brighter from the topmost to the bottommost
LSA enclosure. Parts of the group delays that are irrelevant due to the working range of the different frequency bands are charted gray.

include the least-squares optimization with Tikhonov reg-
ularization, the multiobjective goal attainment approach,
and the line source array venue slice drive optimiza-
tion (LAVDO) that is introduced as a mixed analytical-
numerical approach in this contribution. Both straight and
curved LSA configurations are examined based on mea-
sured loudspeaker directivity and sensitivity data. The opti-
mizations are performed for audience and non-audience
positions along the vertical venue slice. As a last step,
the conversion from the calculated individual loudspeak-
ers’ driving functions to practical finite impulse response
filters is considered.

Fourier transform. Due to performance reasons with re-
spect to the optimization schemes and due to percep-
tual reasons, it is convenient to cover the audio band-
width with a logarithmically-spaced frequency vector. The
logarithmically-spaced vector thus has to be converted to a
linear scale before generating the FIR filter coefficients.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article different optimization approaches for the
electronic drive of line source arrays (LSAs) are applied
for exemplary sound reinforcement setups. These methods



Table 1. Comparison of the discussed optimization methods for sound reinforcement with LSAs.

optimization method
least-squares optimization with
Tikhonov regularization

multiobjective goal attainment
approach

mixed analytical-numerical
approach (LAVDO)

optimization goals only one optimization goal several optimization goals are
possible

several optimization goals
are possible

optimization constraints separate constraints on individual
sources are not possible

separate constraints on
individual sources are possible

separate constraints on
individual sources are
possible

power limitation no limitation of the maximum
tolerated electric power of the
individual sources

limitation of the maximum
tolerated electric power of the
individual sources is possible

limitation of the maximum
tolerated electric power
of the individual sources
is possible

load balance resulting loads must be carefully
monitored for practically
feasible drive

range of the resulting loads can
be easily controlled

range of the resulting loads
can be easily controlled

frequency smoothness cannot be directly controlled cannot be directly controlled can be easily controlled
complexity simple optimization scheme elaborate optimization scheme elaborate optimization

scheme
computational efficiency mid load high load low load

Smooth amplitude and phase frequency responses are
necessary when dealing with uncertainties of the measure-
ment data and of the geometric source-receiver configura-
tion as well as for the FIR filter design in order to obtain
moderate filter lengths. The introduced LAVDO approach
ensures smooth responses as the magnitudes and phases are
fitted separately to predetermined curves. Since the numer-
ical refinement does not operate frequency-wise and since
the calculation of the initial solutions is based on analytical
considerations excluding physically unfeasible solutions in
advance and furthermore allowing broad parameter con-
trol, extensive post-processing and/or re-optimizations can
be avoided. Therefore LAVDO turns out to be more aim-
oriented, more robust and lower-computational than the
considered least-squares optimization and the pure multi-
objective goal attainment approach.

The optimization results show that the desired sound
fields can be realized with straight as well as curved LSA
setups. If the array is not geometrically adapted to the audi-
ence zone, small source distances are, however, necessary
for grating lobe free beam steering up to the highest audio
frequencies. Therefore it seems to be reasonable to find a
meaningful interaction of geometric and electronic wave-
front shaping using LSAs for practical realizations with
respect to technical and economical considerations. The
electronic influence and hence the applied optimization al-
gorithms can be kept to a manageable level if the LSA
geometry is appropriately adapted to the sound reinforce-
ment area.

For the future, it is planned to consider additional
LAVDO optimization goals and to combine these within the
numerical computation in order that an absolute weighting
between the different goals is possible. It is also planned
to examine whether the curve fitting within the LAVDO
approach should be directly based on the filter coeffi-
cients and not on the associated driving functions, i.e.,
combining the calculation of the driving functions and
the subsequent FIR filter design to be one single stage.

Wave field synthesis based initial solutions shall be in-
corporated rather than initial solutions found by far-field
considerations.
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